Hotel suggestions

Listed by distance to the conference site (P.J. Veth Building).

**Boutique Hotel Ex Libris**
Kloosterve 4, 2311SL Leiden (75 m from P.J. Veth) • +31 71 240 8636
*From € 159 per night. Complimentary breakfast for guests of Leiden University. Be sure to mention this when you reserve through their website or by phone.*

**Hotel de Doelen**
Rapenburg 2, 2311EV Leiden (350 m from P.J. Veth) • +31 71 512 0527
*From € 95 per night, excl. breakfast.*

**Paviljoen at Museum Volkenkunde**
Steenstraat 1, 2312BS Leiden (750 m from P.J. Veth) • +31 88 004 2830
*Four rooms with access to a shared kitchen are available in the Pavilion. The price ranges from € 42,5 to € 62,5 per night. To reserve, please send an email to reserveren@volkenkunde.nl; remember to mention that you are participating in this conference.*

**Hotel VIC**
Schuttersveld 2-4, 2316ZA Leiden (1.1 km from P.J. Veth) • +31 71 303 0750
*40 Deluxe rooms are available at € 129 per night, single occupancy, excl. breakfast. Please use the block code IG-AT2022 when you book through their website.*

**Ibis Leiden Centre**
Stationsplein 240-242, 2312AR Leiden (1.1 km from P.J. Veth) • +31 71 516 0000
*From € 103,5 per night, excl. breakfast.*

**Tulip Inn**
Schipholweg 3, 2316XB Leiden (1.2 km from P.J. Veth) • +31 71 408 3500
*10 standard rooms are available at € 159 per night, excl. breakfast. Please use the block code IG-AT2022 when you book through their website.*

**Low budget options include**

Camping at **Stochemhoeve**
Cronesteyn 3, 2322LH Leiden (2.5 km from P.J. Veth) • +31 62 845 8363
*Rent a tent or cabin from € 140,5 for 4 nights.*

The **Budget Hotel Leiden**
Rijndijk 96, 2394AJ Hazerswoude-Rijndijk (7 km from P.J. Veth) • +31 85 064 0350
*Rooms from € 69 per night.*

More options can be found through [booking.com](http://booking.com) and [Airbnb](http://Airbnb).